Introduction. The results in this paper were motivated by the following result due to R. Solovay.
THEOREM 1 (SOLOVAY). Let M be a nonstandard model of Peano's first order axioms P and let I c,M (i.e. qi # I c M and I is closed under < and successor).
Then for each of the functions 2x, x2, xlX1, xlX"'"'l, . . . are successively closed under 2x, x2, xlxl,xl"l"z", . . . .
In view of Theorem 1, the following question was raised by R. Solovay: Can we define J _c ,Iin (M, I) such that J is closed under exponentiation? In Theorem 2 we show that the answer is "no". Theorem 3 is based on Theorem 2 and extends the technique to cuts which are models of subsystems of P.
T o prove both theorems we shall need an estimate due to R. Parikh (see [I] , especially the proof of Theorem 2.2a). For the sake of completeness, and also to introduce some notation we shall sketch Parikh's estimate in the next section. At all times we shall give the easiest estimates which still work rather than the sharpest ones. $1. The estimate. Let L be an extension of the language of arithmetic. In our formulation of the lower predicate calculus, proofs will be written in tree form using some standard axioms and rules for the connectives and for the quantifier 3 the axiom and the rule where x does not appear free in R. We treat Vx #(x) as -1 3~-1 q i ( x ) . For 0 a sentence of L" in prenex normal form we say R is a slice of 0, written R E S(0), if R = 0, or 0 = 3x$(x) and R E S($(s[$(x)l)), or 0 = Vx$(x) and R E S($(t)) for some closed term t. Now suppose T is an inconsistent set of sentences of L in prenex normal form and p is a proof of Ifrom T. Then by using the axiom we can systematically remove the use of the quantifier rule in p to produce a proof p in the proposition calculus of 1from T + axioms of the forms (a),(P).
Call axioms of the forms (a), (P) special axioms and define ~( p ) to be (number of distinct special axioms in p)
f (maximum number of quantifiers in a special axiom in p)
+ (the number of axioms from T i n p).
We now apply a Herbrand type reduction t o p in order to remove these special axioms. Arrange the special axioms in blocks where each $i has at least as many quantifiers as $i+land if b is maximal such that . . ., $, have the same number of quantifiers, n say, then E[$~(x)] does not
). This produces a proof po of Ifrom some special axioms, some To c S(T) + 1 l S ( T ) and the sentences
and Vx R(x) s T then this transformation will replace Vx R(x) by lR(~[$~(x)]). This accounts for the introduction of S(T) f 1 1 l S ( T ) rather than just S(T). Now for 1 q < rl we can produce a proof pq from Tq IJ {$,(sS) (some gives a proof of from a subset of S(T) together with some special axioms. If we carry out the above constructions in the obvious way then no more special axiom blocks with 2 n quantifiers are added (although each of these blocks may have been increased in size by a factor of rl f 1). Also the number of remaining axioms may have been increased in size by a factor of rl + 1.
Hence when all the blocks of n quantifier special axioms have been removed we have increased the remaining axioms by a factor of at most abwhere a,,the increase factor after removing i of these blocks, is given by Since ajI jsi(rj f 1)2'-', where p = p(p). Thus when all the special axioms have been removed we shall be left with a proof of Ifrom at most p. 2z2 Notice that all this can be carried out in P.
The results.
THEOREM 2. There exist M + P and I c,M such that if J G , I is definable with parameters in (M, I), then J is not closed under exponentiation.
PROOF. Let K + P + Con(P), K # N, where N denotes the standard model of P. Pick p = 2.1E K -N and work in K until further notice.
Let T be the following set of axioms (when written in prenex normal form):
(4 I(ep (1))9 where I is a new unary relation symbol, e is a new unary function symbol and ep(1) stands for the pth iterate of e(1).
Claim 1. There is no proof p of Ifrom T with p(p) Ip/8.
PROOF.
Assume there was such a proof. Let p* be the corresponding proof of _L from a set T* of (open) elements of S(T). We shall produce a contradiction by finding interpretations of the ~[q!J(x)]'s, I and e, so that the ep/2(1) axioms of T* are true.
By the arithmetized completeness theorem define, in K, J + P. So up to isomorphism K c,J. Interpret e in J by
[the least a such that J k =. (a) if such exists and I does not appear in #(x), 0 otherwise.
Let the axioms in T* which derive from (iv) be
By considering the numbers 22"+' for x 5 er/2(1) we can find g < e~( 1 )such that 2 g and for i < e~/2(1), Now interpret I in J as {x E J ( J k x I g } (this idea comes from [I] ). Then under this interpretation all the axioms in T* are true in J a n d we have the required contradiction.
Working in the real world now let el, O, , . . . be an enumeration of all sentences O(ep(1)) where 0(x) is a standard sentence in the language of arithmetic with I, e.
We now define a chain of theories TI s
such that for all n > 0 :
Then for some p,, p, E K we have K I= pl is a proof of I from TOU {01} A p(pl) 5 ,420
Hence we could obtain a proof from T, of Vx ( We shall assume some familiarity with the notation and results in [2] .
In particular we shall identify d E M both with {x E M ( x < d} and the substructure of M whose domain is this set (treating addition and multiplication as relations). where def,(d, X) is the set of elements of d definable (according to M ) in d with a formula with code less than h and parameters from X. Let g(P, r ) be the maximal q such that Then as in the proof of Theorem 22 of [2] there are P, r such that g(P, r ) 2 2a.
Let a, = (p, 71, for q 5 2". Then for q < 2", a: < a,+,and
